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REVISIONS OF ILLUSTRATION CREDITS

Page 5, fig. 3: see statement regarding photographs by Morley Baer, at end of this list.

Page 24, fig. 21 caption, credit: © 1936 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College. © renewed 1964 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College. Harvard University Archives call # HUV 2038.

Page 26, fig. 22 caption, credit: Courtesy of the Massachusetts Historical Society.

Page 30, fig. 25 caption, credit: Harvard University Archives. Call number HUV 2167 F.

Page 32, fig. 27 caption, credit: The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation.

Page 35, fig. 30 caption, credit: The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation.

Pages 42-43, figs 37-38 captions, credit: Architectural drawings and maps of Yale University buildings and grounds (RU 1). Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library.

Page 45, fig. 39 caption, credit: Pictures of Yale University's buildings and grounds (RU 703). Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library.

Page 60, figs 56-57 captions, credit: Harvard University Archives. Call number UA I 15.740 pf.


Page 198, figs 203-04 captions, credit: Courtesy MIT Museum.

Page 201, fig. 206 caption, credit: Used by permission of The Regents of the University of California.

Page 213, fig. 217 caption, credit: University of Washington Libraries, Special Collections, UW27926z.

Page 237, fig. 241 caption, credit: © 2008 University of Pittsburgh.

Page 241, fig. 244 caption, credit: Pictures of Memorial Quadrangle, Yale University (RU 695). Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library.

Page 242, fig. 247 caption, credit: Cambridge Historical Commission.

Page 248, fig. 254 caption, credit: IIT Archives (Chicago).